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Frigidaire dehumidifier at lowes

March 28, 2019 9:23 pm dash1 [OP] Newbie April 1, 2011 59 posts 91 upvotes Ottawa Mar 28, 2019 21:23 This is the FFAD7033R1 model, which has no built-in pump. It is one of the top rated and highly rated. Apparently, in general, the top rated built-in pump dehumidifiers are not the top rated dehumidifiers in general. If you need pump drainage, you can
buy a hose separately and a condensate pump if you don't rely on gravity. It is also one of the highest rating for sound production. According to the price tracker Camel Camel it is almost at the lowest price of the year. Wash: CDN$ 379.00 Price: CDN$ 279.00 FREE Shipping for Prime members You save: CDN$100.00 (26%) The deal has ended on
Amazon, but thanks to aznmafia's sale for mentioning that it is on sale for the same price at Lowes until April 3, 2019 ... 11998.html Last edited by dash1 on April 1, 2019 3:12 pm, edited 3 times in total. March 28, 2019 10:12 pm Bluetroll Deal Addict December 17, 2004 4793 posts 847 upvotes March 28, 2019 20:12 Thank you. Was looking for another
dehumidifier for the ground floor. I hope this unit is good and quiet. I live my life a quarter mile at a time, for those 10 seconds or less... I'm free. 11 Never Summer Heritage, 08 Rome Targa 08 Nitro Eero Ettala 155, 07 Rome 390 07 Capita Outdoor Living 154 Cervelo Solist Carbon Ultegra Mar 28 March 2019 20:43 Dennisrfd Sr. Member Dec8, 2012 720
posts 362 upvotes Calgary Mar 28 March 2019 10:43 am who needs dehumation in Canada? March 28, 2019 22:46 McGarnagle Sr. Member December 10, 2014 780 posts 600 upvotes Toronto, ON March 28, 2019 10:46 pm Dennisrfd wrote: ↑ Who needs dehumidifier in Canada? Virtually all of Ontario in summer March 28, 2019 23:00 Dennisrfd Sr.
Member 8 December 2012 720 posts 362 upvotes Calgary Mar 28, 2019 23:00 pm McGarnagle wrote: ↑ Virtually all of Ontario in the summer lucky you March 28, 2019 11:12 am tastle Jr. Member 13 November 2003 137 posts 36 upvotes New Market March 28, 2019 23:12 I bought this when it first came out. This is a great deal. After building my new home,
and bringing cars into the garage in the winter, this puppy saved my bacon by sucking all the garage moisture out of the air. It's quite a workhorse. I highly recommend it! March 28, 2019 23:19 Jammed Jr. Member 7 Jul, 2005 167 posts 79 upvotes Thornhill March 28, 2019 23:19 Don't forget Ebates - 4% on Home category! 29 March 2019 15:19 Quentin5
Deal Expert 8 February 2014 18189 posts 6506 upvotes March 29, 2019 3:19 This is too big for most homes. There is a graph on the box that I don't hand which is already generous and I learned the hard way that oversizing wastes electricity because the larger fan uses more power even compressor does not run (even on intermittent fan). Plus the short
on/off cycles of more than sizes will the life of the unit. So to save on electricity and more years of service you need to size well Everything what said Frigidaire is a good brand dehumidifier In fact in Rand McNally they wear hats on their feet and hamburders eat people March 29, 2019 8:14 Am Wahn11 Newbie 13 March 2017 1 posts 29 March 2019 8:14 My
experience with this unit last year (2018) Pros..... good price $$325 (tax incl)..... removed one bucket a day of moisture...... kept 40% humidity, throughout the house.... worked really well Cons...... didn't last a year...... F0 code... .... Irreparably...... frigidaire does not concern the consumer (called head office)...... had to bring it back to Lowes for money back.....
(lows had no replacement)..... frigidaire only carries a 1 year warranty... March 29, 2019 8:26 Pm Pingalino Sr. Member December 24, 2017 601 posts 1208 upvotes lel 29 March 2019 8:26 It does not come with a built-in pump, but there is a confirmation for ahhose for drainage. Should you buy the pump separately, does it work by gravity, or how does it
work if you don't want to be emptying the bucket all the time? Koodo $45 - 4GB +1GB bonus (retention deal). S9 for $360-150 GC Good toilet paper/paper towel deals March 29, 2019 9:14 dash1 [OP] Newbie 1, 2011 59 posts 91 upvotes Ottawa March 29, 2019 9:14 am Pingalino wrote: ↑ So it does not come with a built-in pump, but there is a confirmation
for ahhose for drainage. Should you buy the pump separately, does it work by gravity, or how does it work if you don't want to be emptying the bucket all the time? If you want a rather in-depth understanding of how a dehumidifier works, try this... ... work/. A shorter answer to your question is that a pump is only needed if you are looking to drain the
dehumidifier to a location above it or far away from it (more than a few ft.). If you drain to a location below or nearby (only a few ft.) then gravity drainage will work fine. 29 March 2019 9:17 Gene290 Jr. Member Apr 7, 2014 184 posts 118 upvotes Kirkland, QC 29 Mar 2019 9:17 Last edited by Gene290 on 29 March 2019 9:18 AM, edited 1 time in total. March
29, 2019 9:17 aznmafia Member Feb, 2010 240 posts 48 upvotes Kingston Mar 29 March 2019 9:17 I'm pretty sure I saw the same one on sale at Lowes this week for the same price in their flyer. ... 11998.html March 29, 2019 11:06 reggyDeal Deal Addict 12 Sep 2017 1794 posts 172 upvotes March 29, 2019 11:06 Quentin5 wrote: ↑ This is too big for most
houses. There is a graph on the box that I don't hand which is already generous and I learned the hard way that oversizing wastes electricity because the larger fan uses more power even compressor does not run (even on intermittent fan). Plus the short on/off on/off over size will shorten the life of the unit. So to save on electricity and more years of service
you need to size well Everything what frigidaire said is a good brand dehumidifier Have a 1650 sqm house, with an unfinished basement. The dehumidifier is in the basement and starts after 7 p.m. via a Wi-Fi control connection. 1. Would this be sized correctly? 2. How much power does the fan actually use? The electronic jack can be controlled for on and off
via wifi, wondering if I should turn the device on and off using the power outlet to save some power? 3. Does the fan not turn off when the humidity setting is reached? 29 March 2019 11:16 Quentin5 Deal Expert 8 February 2014 18189 posts 6506 upvotes Mar 29th, 2019 11:16 am reggyDeal wrote: ↑ Have a 1650 sqft home, with an unfinished basement.
The dehumidifier is in the basement and starts after 7 p.m. via a Wi-Fi control connection. 1. Would this be sized correctly? I had looked at this thoroughly when I bought mine a few years back, if you get a picture of the box I found the numbers pretty accurate. I suspect you'll get away with 50 pints or maybe even 30 pints. Does your unfinished basement
gaps go outside or dirt crawl space? How old is the house and what is the foundation made of? Is it waterproof on the outside and/or insulated from the inside or out? 2. How much power does the fan actually use? The electronic jack can be controlled for on and off via wifi, wondering if I should turn the device on and off using the power outlet to save some
power? I measured mine, but it's a 30 pint and I forget the wattage. I also measured the 70 pint when I had it, but also forgot the wattage. I think I remember the difference in energy consumption was about 1/3 or was it 1/2? I don't remember for sure, but you won't meet the kWh/liter because it's tested in a lab and your basement will have lower humidity than
the test otherwise the dehumidifier would never turn off and be at a higher temperature than most basements. I remember there was only a 4W difference between low and high fan so it wasn't an ECM engine on my few generation older unit, so I left it on high fan which will optimize the humidity removal (I hope) 3. Does the fan not turn off when the humidity
setting is reached? Yes, but it is regularly switched on to check the humidity again. Indeed, in Rand McNally they wear hats on their feet and hamburders eat people March 29, 2019 14:07 reggyDeal Deal Addict 12 Sep 12, 1794 posts 172 upvotes Mar 29th, 2019 2:07 Pm It's a new building with concrete and insulation and vapor barrier almost all the way to
the ceiling. I wonder if there is a smart home out there, I would be able to turn off the humidifier remotely when a certain humidity is reached. Wonder if that's better for energy consumption vs with the fan coming on to check the humidity. March 29, 2019 2:53 PM 2, 2011 8290 posts 2908 upvotes Toronto March 29, 2019 14:53 reggyDeal wrote: ↑ It is a new
building with concrete and insulation and vapor barrier almost all the way up to the ceiling. I wonder if there is a smart home humidistat out there, then I would be able to turn off the humidifier remotely when a certain humidity is reached. Wonder if that's better for energy consumption vs with the fan coming on to check the humidity. The humidifiers I bought
had all this as it controls the humidity in space and will turn off once it reaches what you set it. March 29, 2019 16:46 mcmax20 Jr. Member 26 December 2017 187 posts 111 upvotes March 29, 2019 16:46 Last year, for winter, I bought a Royal Sovereign 70 pint unit (thanks to RFD) for my garage where we park our vehicles. Like any other poster here I have
since plugged into a Wifi outlet which I have programmed to come on at 1am and turn off at 7:30 am. It still has automatic humidity sensing turned off, but this is when it gets power. This is for winter and my reasoning is that when the cars come with snow its best for them to melt down and of course walk down the drain first and let the humidifier work after.
The gravity feeds through a hose to the drain and the garage is usually kept at about 5-6 degrees unless I work there. That humidifier really helped to keep the air nice there and not pumish as it started to get. I recommend it to anyone who parks in a heated garage during the winter. 29 March 2019 19:54 Quentin5 Deal Expert 8 February 2014 18189 posts
6506 upvotes Mar 29th, 2019 19:54 pm reggyDeal wrote: ↑ It is a new building with concrete and insulation and vapor barrier almost all the way to the ceiling. I wonder if there is a smart home humidistat out there, then I would be able to turn off the humidifier remotely when a certain humidity is reached. Wonder if that's better for energy consumption vs with
the fan coming on to check the humidity. Oh joy So you've got building vapor, but once that's gone its gone forever. If well waterproof on the outside and not on a groundwater table you should not bulk intrude from the ground. But the insulation (fiberglass?) and vapor barrier is called a diaper wall. The interior may stay dry enough, but concrete is water
permeable and the waterproofing should reduce the water from the soil a fair bit, but who knows if there is insulation and vapor barrier under the floor (that's where it should be) and humidification from other sources can produce mold between the wall and vapor barrier, in the fiber glass. When you are done with the basement remove the fiberglass / vapor
barrier and use Foam or better still layer GWP closed cell spray foam and leave the studs bays empty. I assume you have central air. It will reduce the humidity in the summer when in use and if your basement is detailed well the ground is a small contribution, the air in the summer, the main contribution will be dealt with by the central air. Where are you?
Everything that said in the here and now a 30 pint should be good. It will run constantly until the building vapor is gone (depending on the location, winter might have taken care of that already) and if you could rent the things I would say start with a 70 pint, enter it for a few weeks, see how much the filling then back and go with 50 if you need it or go straight to
30 pints. But since I don't know of any rental services I would just empty the 30 pints and live with the fact if there is significant building vapor soon, but long term it's a much more efficient option and over time it won't need emptying much, in fact it can hardly be beyond spring/autumn. All units have a humidistat built in when it reaches what you put it switches.
I recommend 60%, 65%+ brings mold and go low and you waste energy fighting a failing war with mother nature. As for the fan coming on intermittently the point is that without it the device doesn't get a good reading of the ambient humidity, so it runs some air over the built-in sensor to get a real reading every now and then and uses this to decide when the
compressor needs to be turned on to dehumidify. When the humidity gets well below the set point (not sure what that is 10%, 15%? my unit stops running the fan so in winter it never runs and only the LED of the percentage of humidity stays on (about 1W iirc) You turn it off for winter, but start it again when spring approaches, remember. In fact in Rand
McNally they wear hats on their feet and hamburders eat people 30th, 2019 7:48 Gene290 Jr. Member Apr 7, 2014 184 posts 118 upvotes Kirkland, QC March 30, 2019 7:48 For those in QC, Patrick Morin has it for $229.99
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